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If you are looking for interesting places in Linz, you’ll find they are few and far between. 

Along the Danube there is a string of theatres and museums, churches, the Nibelungen 

Bridge – hardly what you would call a hotspot – and other equally uninteresting ”sights“. 

It’s all dead space really. The only people who go there are those who were purposely 

misled by diverse so-called city tours, idiots in search of an occupation therapy, and the 

sort generally known as ”art lovers“, a pseudonym for the senile, decrepit, lonely and 

utterly clueless. These ”art lovers“, galvanised by approaching death, will fight over 

tickets for that Beethoven symphony at the Brucknerhaus, the one in which ”Fate knocks 

at the door“, to once again feel what it was like to be truly, wildly alive. Those who do not 

yet have one foot in the grave try out the effect a pub crawl in the Altstadt will have on 

them. Vodka shots as a substitute for Beethoven. First the Sega Bar, then Röders, and 

then the Vanilli until 8 a.m. 

 

There are many places in Linz that I love – or hate – and one of them is off the beaten 

track, away from the Altstadt, the Landstraße and the ”hotspots“ of Linz. 

 

As I descend the narrow staircase, I can often hear the music already. If no one has been 

there in a while, there is a smell of dust or beer in the air; perhaps no one has carried the 

empty bottles outside. I love sitting on the old sofa, listening to the loud music and 

partying with the others. No one ever complains that it is too loud, something that would 

happen almost anywhere else in Linz. The far left spot on the sofa is the best because 

from there the laptop or the iPod are in easy reach. 

 

By now I associate probably hundreds of songs with this place, always the same songs 

and each time I hear them, they seem new and brilliant. Time passes faster here; even 

when I am resolved to be back in the Altstadt before midnight, it’s suddenly 3 a.m. or 

later before I realise it! 

 

Often the beer is not chilled yet because the fridge is already well past its prime, or 

someone has forgotten to buy Red Bull, mineral water, orange juice or coke, but 

nevertheless I always manage to find something. In the kitchen it’s mainly glasses and 

ashtrays that fill the shelves, there is little room and the mugs, pitchers and cups that far 

outnumber all other types of china are difficult to store away. 

 

It may not be the most beautiful place in Linz, it’s not new or modern, and it’s away from 

the city’s noise and bustle, but that is precisely why I like it. 

 

Lena Treves lives in Traun and goes to school at the local Bundesrealgymnasium. 


